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BOOK REVIEWS
American Cinematographers in the Great War, 1914–1918
JAMES W. CASTELLAN, RON VAN DOPPEREN and COOPER C. GRAHAM
(eds), 2015
Herts, John Libby Publishing Ltd
pp. vii + 312, illus., $38.00/£25 (paper)
American cinematographers in the Great War, 1914–1918 by James W. Castellan, Ron
van Dopperen and Cooper C. Graham is the first book to explore the work and
working conditions of American cinematographers active on the different fronts of
the First World War. It is a pioneering study which has already attracted a good
deal of attention in the academic and archive world. Next to their scholarly
research, which is presented in this book, the authors burdened themselves with
logging and reviewing newsreel footage from the war and thus contributing to the
identification and restoration of several of the films from the cameramen they write
about. Wilbur H. Durborough’s recently restored film On the Firing Line with the
Germans (1915) was screened at the Pordenone film festival in 2015.
The book highlights how the war saw the emergence of a new type of journal-
ist: the foreign war correspondent armed with a camera instead of pen and paper.
Mostly trained as photographers and with a background in the newspaper business,
they now took up the film camera. As professional (and ideally neutral) news cor-
respondents, they would soon find themselves in the middle of a muddled propa-
ganda war with diverging and often conflicting interests. Many anecdotes and
events described in the book testify how these cameramen were constantly trying
to reconcile the demand for information and sensation with the requirements of
international propaganda and public relations. One of the particular strengths of
this book is that the authors manage to rime extremely detailed accounts on the
cameramen and their films with clear insights into the wider contexts, such as the
development of the news business in the war years and the Great War as a global
propaganda war. The fourth chapter, for instance, entirely focuses on the influence
of the pro-German news magnate William Randolph Hearst on the (newsreel)
coverage of the war in the United States.
The especially entertaining third chapter focuses on the coverage of the begin-
ning of the war and the German invasion of Belgium. Belgium is the place where
the cameramen learned the trade of obtaining the right permissions to film, reach-
ing the frontlines and moving around in absolutely chaotic circumstances. Chapters
five to seven cover filming behind the German lines, filming the Central Powers
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and coverage of the Allied side respectively. The eighth chapter is devoted to the
US Signal Corps and the Committee on Public Information after the American
entry into the war. This wide approach to the subject not only sheds light on the
demands of international propaganda but also brings to the front the emerging
principles of filmed news gathering.
The book chronicles the stories of individual cameramen, some of them (such as
Edwin F.Weigle and Albert Dawson) already well known (mostly thanks to previous
books and articles by the authors), a lot of them long since passed into oblivion.
Their stories are cleverly woven through the different chapters, focusing on their
involvement in reporting from different sides, on different fronts and territories and
on specific battles. The relatively small group of about a dozen film correspondents
moves around so much that among them they cover four years of warfare from all
sides and all places. Accounts of American correspondents hiding from bombshells in
the coal cellar of an Antwerp townhouse or secretly filming at a Marxist demonstra-
tion in Petrograd read as exciting boys’ fiction adventure stories of young men with
cameras, left to their own devices and inventiveness on the battlefields around the
world. Well-documented historical events are looked at from the vantage point of
the American cameramen working on-site. In bringing these stories to life, the
authors benefit from vivid eyewitness accounts by their protagonists, published in
newspapers at the time or described in correspondence and memoirs. The focus is
not limited to how these events were captured on film, but includes how the
cameramen lived through the events as individuals and as reporters.
The final chapter ties all the ends together and looks at what happened to the
men after their active service as film correspondents. While some of them disap-
pear in oblivion, a lot of them continue to lead interesting lives. This chapter pro-
vides narrative closure to the individual stories. The book as such would have
benefited from a more general conclusion touching upon the impact of the Ameri-
can film correspondents on public opinion, film propaganda and conflict reporting
in the United States and elsewhere. If I must add a critical note on this otherwise
outstanding book, I may add I would have liked to learn more about the reception
of the films by American audiences at home. How were the American films
received compared to British or French films? Once in America, the films faced
competition from foreign newsreels and documentaries and different propaganda
bureaus competed for the sympathy and support of American audiences.
The book is based on extensive research in European and American archives.
It seems that every single American newspaper, illustrated weekly and film maga-
zine from the time passed through the authors’ hands over the years. Together
with the footnote section and the suggestions for further reading, this resulted in
an impressive overview of the available sources. The elaborate index makes the
work accessible for those interested in particular individuals, films or regions. The
authors continue their work through their regularly updated weblog www.shoot
ingthegreatwar.blogspot.nl.
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